As systems provide more resources and host an indefinitely growing number of cores, the amount of data produced by simulation codes is steadily increasing, creating a bottleneck at the point where the data must be transferred to postprocessing software. One solution is to avoid the use of a file system altogether and couple post processing software directly to the simulation using an interface common to both sides of the transfer. HDF5, the widely known IO library, offers a modular mapping of file contents to storage, allowing the user to use different methods (drivers) for reading and writing data. These drivers are organized in a Virtual File Layer (VFL) so that the user can easily switch between -and if necessary -extend them. In order to be able to visualize and analyze data in-situ, we developed a parallel virtual file driver called the DSM driver, which allows the transfer of data in parallel between two different codes using only the HDF5 API; this driver has now been extended to support remote memory access operations.
Introduction
Different methods exist for online monitoring and the idea of using a Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) -seen as a virtual single address space shared among nodes -as an intermediate storage for computational steering of simulations has already been exploited. For instance, Lorenz in [1] uses this method for steering jobs, but the implementation is application specific and does not handle parallel coupled applications. HDF5 [2] , the widely known IO library and a file format for storing and managing data, supports parallel data transfers. It provides users with several different ways of writing and reading data, making use of a virtual file layer consisting of different drivers. Several drivers already exist such as the core driver, which allows files to be written in memory instead of disk, and the mpio driver, which uses MPI-IO to write files in parallel. In [3] we presented a new driver, called the DSM driver, which has the capabilities of both core and mpio drivers, as well as the ability to transparently send data across a network in parallel to a distributed shared memory (DSM) buffer on different nodes of the same machine, or even a completely different machine accessible by the network. This DSM driver effectively allows two applications to be coupled together using a shared file in memory as a common resource to which both may read and write and thereby control/steer one application from the other.
The DSM driver uses MPI for communication amongst the nodes of each individual process, but traffic between processes may use either a socket based protocol, or one based on the MPI layer. The MPI communication module in the DSM driver has now been extended to support RMA operations and details of this are presented in the paper.
Communication between coupled applications can be thought of as taking place on two levels: synchronization/-control and low-level put/get commands occur at the DSM communicator level and do not need to make use of the core HDF5 calls; actual data transfers on the other hand, for the writing and reading of structures that are to be exchanged between applications takes place using the original HDF5 layer. Control instructions allow (for example) the simulation to be paused and resumed relatively non-invasively, but data exchanges require the users to actively request or send new data via the API and modify their code to take appropriate action depending on the contents. The design of the original DSM driver interface required minimal code changes to existing HDF5 enabled applications to interface them to visualization/post processing software, the steering interface follows this design by only adding a minimal set of commands that the coupled codes use to inform each other when data has been read/written to the shared DSM file and is ready for use. Whilst it was (and still is) possible to visualize data from a simulation with almost no code changes to the application, steering is, by nature, a process that involves adding specific new instructions in the code to take action upon the receipt of new data or commands.
Dynamic RMA Architecture
Whilst the primary motivation in this work is to be able to provide both steering and in-situ visualization capabilities, new hardware platforms are targeting communication as an area where performance must be improved and we have therefore made a number of improvements to the core DSM communication module so that the driver can completely fit to the Remote Memory Access (RMA) concept, where one process can put data directly into the memory of another process, without that process using an explicit receive call.
DSM Driver Communicators
The DSM driver initially supported two different modules for communication between processes, one based on sockets and one based on the MPI layer. For communication within or between processes the terms of intercommunicator and intra-communicator are used:
1. An intra-communicator represents the communicator used for internal communications by a given application or job, this communicator always uses the MPI interface; 2. An inter-communicator links two different applications or two different sets of processes together and uses either an MPI or a socket interface to connect them.
The DSM uses a client/server model where (generally) the simulation writing the data is the client and the set of (post processing) nodes receiving the data is the server. The inter-communicator connection is initialized automatically through a configuration file when the code makes use of the HDF5 DSM configuration call (e.g. in listing 1). No connection is created at all if it is specified in the configuration file or if the DSM host cannot be reached. When using the MPI communicator, connection is attempted using the dynamic process management functions: MPI Connect and MPI Accept. An equivalent solution is used with sockets. Once the connection is established, data can be transferred in parallel to the DSM nodes. It is worth noting that the DSM nodes are usually located with the server, but can be co-located with the simulation nodes themselves, though for memory optimization reasons, it is usually preferable to place them on different nodes than the ones used for the simulation. When a data transfer is initiated, a header command is sent to the requested remote DSM server which then switches to a receive data stateor send data state -depending on the operation type.
Although the existing communication mechanism already provides excellent performance, we want to access the remote memory directly from the simulation and therefore avoid possible extra memory copies when buffering data transfers.
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Remote Server Figure 1 : Once connected, remote client can issue MPI put and get calls and therefore accesses the distributed remote memory directly -Synchronizations are necessary between a close and a new file modification operation so that file metadata keeps coherent.
The Remote Memory Access architecture implemented and adapted to the DSM driver is presented in figure 1 . The DSM is here allocated using an MPI allocation function (as opposed to malloc). Data is then sent using an MPI put and retrieved using an MPI get. This allows us to directly put the data at the address requested by the HDF5 layer without having to send intermediate commands (reducing the handshaking that takes places between tasks). Whilst having an RMA architecture presents obvious advantages, the HDF5 file created and distributed among the different DSM nodes does need to stay in a coherent state. The existing mechanism based on inter and intra communicators operates such that when the application hosting the DSM reads or writes data, a communication thread listens on a given communicator, either the inter-communicator or the intra-communicator. Because we need to tell this thread where the data comes from, the natural restriction of the receive operation creates a synchronization operation. Therefore, when using either sockets or MPI sends and receives, an additional thread is necessary on the server side to handle remote file access requests. In effect the control of the file has been placed under a mutex lock between the applications so that either side may make edits to the contents prior to handing control back.
When using RMA operations, explicit send and receive commands are no longer needed and an operation from one end can put or get data without having to wait for the other end to be ready. We therefore introduce a new synchronization point so that the consistency of the file is kept between different read and write operations. The metadata section of the file contains the start and end addresses of the file, thus the following condition is defined: every time an operation modifies file metadata, after a close, processes must be synchronized before being able to reopen the file. That is, when the file is opened or created using HDF5, a synchronization on the memory window (using MPI Win Fence) is performed if the previous operation has modified the file metadata. Whereas it was necessary, using send and receive operations, to guarantee that every process had finished sending or receiving data before the effective close of the file and the beginning of another operation, being able to synchronize on the entire window gives us a much more flexible solution.
When the file is opened read only, we must also prevent any other process from concurrently accessing the file in read/write mode to guarantee data coherency. In fact, the locking mechanism in place prevents both applications reading or writing synchronously, however, in principle this restriction could be relaxed to allow simultaneous readonly access.
Performance
In figure 2 , matching the DSM size to the data written -20GB here -we compare the performance between a small GPFS file system and our interface. Generally speaking, the more DSM nodes used (and hence network links), the higher the overall bandwidth. Using MVAPICH2 on a QDR InfiniBand interface for the inter-communication gives a better performance of approximately 20× (for this configuration). In this test, we use 4 nodes of 12 cores each, ie. a DSM distributed among 48 processes. The increasing performance mirrors existing results from HDF5 (using MPI-IO) studies [4] , where bandwidth continues to increase until the network is saturated -which depends, in the case of DSM traffic, on the number of links to host nodes available. A parallel file system on the other hand will have a fixed number of service nodes, which once saturated, cannot be exceeded. Note that no performance comparison between one-sided and two-sided operations is represented on this chart. As shown in MVAPICH2 internode point-to-point benchmarks [5] , performance between two-sided and one-sided is very similar and for this reason, on an architecture like the one used for the figure 2, making a strict comparison would not have been representative of the library.
On specialized architectures, based on [6] , with particular MPI implementations that support RMA operations and dynamic communicator creation, a better performance can be expected compared to two-sided communications. However, on architectures such as Blue Gene and Cray XT/XE series, dynamic process management functions are not available and the adaptation of our interface to support directly the RMA API of this architecture is still under progress. The latest Cray XE range of systems makes use of a new networking layer known as Gemini, which should support the features required by our driver, but initial tests have revealed problems with the implementation and we await updates from the vendors before making further tests. Final performance is therefore highly dependent on the MPI implementation and architecture used.
Steering Extension
The ability to share in parallel a common memory based file between applications presents a valuable opportunity to perform computational steering of HPC codes. Once the issue of locking the file so that the two applications do not corrupt metadata is solved, it becomes possible to safely write arbitrary datasets into the file from either side, add commands, and then all that is required is the ability to signal to the other side that the file is ready for access.
Server Signal Processing
The initial implementation, described in [3] , only expected data to be written by the simulation and read by the host or server application. A file close operation from the simulation, would automatically send a signal to the DSM server which would in turn switch communicator from (remote) inter-communicator channel to local intra-communicator operation thereby locking the file from remote access so that the contents could be safely read. This process has now been simplified by making use of one-sided communications as presented in section 2.2. This mode of operation, where a file close from the host application automatically triggers the server to take ownership is convenient and simple, but presents a problem when a simulation attempts to re-open the file and write additional data prior to a server update. It was also difficult for the (reversed direction) server to write data to the DSM and tell the host application that it could read. New logic in place extends the file access capabilities so that either side may obtain the file access write and signal that the file is available for reading using a manual call. A simple driver extension shown in listing 2 illustrates the procedure from the host.
( 1 ) h e r r t H5FD dsm set mode ( unsigned lon g f l a g s , void * dsmBuffer ) ; ( 2 ) h e r r t H 5 F D d s m s e r v e r u p d a t e ( void * dsmBuffer ) ; Listing 2: H5FDdsm signal extension (C interface) Setting (1) with a manual update flag disables the automatic signal and (2) must be called when the DSM server switch signal is required. This signaling is an important step for the steering API extension since we wish to retrieve steering commands and information updates from the remote server. When opening the DSM file and subsequently closing it, we define a state modified flag to indicate whether any data has been written, since a simple server update call for getting steering commands may not need to refresh all the pipeline of the post-processing application if no data has been modified. Based on this signal exchange between DSM server and simulation, the following steering API is defined.
API Extension and Architecture
Having an API built on top of HDF5 means that we can easily store and write additional parameters and arrays that are understood by the simulation into the DSM. Referring to figure 1, these interactions are stored as datasets within the section of the DSM that represents the output file. By default all the new parameters and arrays sent back for steering are stored at a given time step in an Interaction group, which is a subgroup of the file. This group can be customized if necessary in case of conflict with the simulation data (in the event that it uses the same group name for data storage). One advantage of writing the interaction group directly into the HDF5 data is that a given user can simply dump out the parameters stored in order to check their presence or their correctness. We can also then take advantage of the HDF5 layer and read in parallel from the simulation data stored in the DSM. h e r r t H5FD d s m s t e e r i n g v e c t o r g e t ( c o n s t char * name , h i d t mem type , h s i z e t n u m b e r o f e l e m e n t s , void * d a t a ) ; ( 6 ) h e r r t H 5 F D d s m s t e e r i n g i s s e t ( c o n s t char * name , i n t * s e t ) ;
Listing 3: H5FDdsm steering API (C interface)
As shown in listing 3, whereas live visualization does not require any modifications of the simulation code except setting HDF5 to use the DSM driver, simulation steering requires a higher degree of intrusion in the code. Our objective is to keep the API as simple as possible. We define both C and Fortran interfaces though only the C versions are included here. When using the DSM for post-processing only, the connection is initialized during the HDF5 file creation alone, in the steering case it is necessary to add another initialization command so that the first steering command exchange can be processed as soon as the simulation starts. This is the role of (1).
Once the DSM steering environment is initialized, (2) allows the user to get and synchronize steering commands with the GUI (assuming the DSM server is within a GUI based application such as ParaView) at any point of the simulation, although generally these commands will be at the immediate start and end of the main simulation loop. Currently, three 'built in' commands are defined, which are pause, play and switch to disk. Pause simply makes the simulation wait for a play command to be sent and switch to disk tells the driver to stop sending data over the network and instead writes to disk as if a standard IO driver was being used. Simple commands such as these do not need to be written as datasets within the file and are transmitted using the metadata section of the DSM, this in turn means that they can be checked at any time by simply reading flags from the metadata content of the DSM without recourse to HDF5 dataset manipulations.
It is assumed that the simulation will write grids, meshes, images and arrays etc to the DSM in the form of datasets, which can be referred to by some unique name. When used within ParaView the name can be specified in an XML template (see section 3.3) so that both applications can refer to the same dataset by the same unique name. The user can add conditional calls such as (3) to test if a grid or a dataset is enabled or not. If it is not enabled, the simulation can skip the unselected fields and blocks so that nothing is written by or sent to the DSM. This feature can be very useful when a simulation writes a large amount of data, the host application can select only the interesting datasets (those required for the current analysis operation) to be sent. Internally, the library checks the list of arrays that are disabled, this list is stored in the metadata section of the DSM and is updated every time (2) is called. This is directly managed by the DSM layer and not by HDF5 itself.
Commands (4) and (5) can be used to pass or get back scalar parameters and (smaller) vector arrays named after an interaction command is defined by the simulation. The simulation declares a parameter (using an XML description for example) and the steering application can write values to the parameter, which are then read back by the simulation. Once a parameter is read and no modifications are made by either side, it is dropped from the interaction group in the file until the next modification is made.
It is evident that modifying parameters and scalar arrays implies an adaptation of the original code. As an example, modifying pressure values on nodes of a grid may imply the diffusion of all pressure changes to different components of the simulation and additional computation steps may be necessary to ensure that conservation laws are not violated and the simulation does not fail. The API does not specify anything in that regard and it is the responsibility of the user to adapt his code accordingly. Note also that when reading a simple scalar or a small array the driver is opened in a mode which is not optimized for parallel operations, therefore accessing the same scalar from all the simulation processes could create a bottleneck, it is therefore recommended to use these two functions ( (4) and (5)) with only one process that can then broadcast the retrieved value to the other processes. (6) can be used to check the presence of the parameter before trying to access it.
Additionally we define a set of functions that we call advanced steering functions. These functions as shown in listing 4 allow users to get stored steering data in a way better optimized for parallel IO and is intended to handle larger datasets or complete grids. ( 
) h e r r t H 5 F D d s m s t e e r i n g b e g i n q u e r y ( ) ; ( 8 ) h e r r t H 5 F D d s m s t e e r i n g e n d q u e r y ( ) ; ( 9 ) h e r r t H5FD d s m s t e e r i n g g e t h a n d l e ( c o n s t char * name , h i d t * h a n d l e ) ; ( 1 0 ) h e r r t H 5 F D d s m s t e e r i n g f r e e h a n d l e ( h i d t h a n d l e ) ; ( 1 1 ) h e r r t H 5 F D d s m s t e e r i n g w a i t ( ) ;
Listing 4: H5FDdsm advanced steering API (C interface) By making use of (7) and (8) one can cache the HDF5 handles so that when reading back multiple parameters, the DSM is not constantly opened and closed (which would result in message traffic on the inter-communicator). In addition to this first optimization we allow users to directly access the HDF5 handles of the stored datasets in the DSM ( (9) and (10)) corresponding to the parameter name passed to these functions. If the size of a stored dataset is large, reading it in parallel (using hyperslabs) with the HDF5 API from the simulation code may be necessary and can dramatically improve performance. This can be for example used if one code needs to pass restart data or a full re-meshed grid. Using ( (9) and (10)) either the client or server may write large data in parallel just as if using a standard HDF5 file, but the location of the data is managed by the DSM so that either side may treat it as a shared named dataset.
The work-flow defined here is relatively straightforward, the simulation code initiates the steering library, reads parameters, writes output. On the monitoring application side, one reads the output and starts the analysis, generating new parameters as necessary. However the simulation is not stopped and can continue injecting new data into the DSM once the lock is released by the steering side. (11) gives the simulation the ability to explicitly wait until the analysis has written data back before it continues. This allows a work-flow where the simulation generates data on each iteration, passes it to the analysis, waits for new data, parameters and/or commands and then continues with the next iteration using the new data which it has just read from the DSM. Additional commands understood by the simulation may be specified as simple int parameters used as boolean variables which when set by the steering side, instruct the simulation to call some function or perform some action (such as reload a dataset, or reinitialize the simulation using new parameter x).
Usage Example in Simulations
As shown in figure 3 , an arbitrary code can easily make use of the previously defined API. Once linked to the H5FDdsm library, the application doing an update of the steering orders automatically gets the new parameters or Figure 3 : Steering usage example -Necessary steering information is given to the library (in that particular example) using an XML file, commands and parameters are then retrieved from the DSM using the previously defined API.
arrays passed to the file. The user interface however is not implemented within this library, an additional layer or plugin dependent on the application used for steering and monitoring must be implemented. We describe on this figure a simplified method that we use within our ParaView extension (more details are presented in section 3.4). Parameter names (chosen by the domain scientist) are specified in an XML file, these parameters are written into the DSM using the same dataset name as the one given in the XML file. The simulation code uses this chosen name to get the parameter. Our ParaView plugin is able to parse the XML file and generate a GUI automatically to represent all the parameters/commands listed in the file as well as datasets and grid blocks/field arrays for visualization/analysis.
Application to ParaView
Having previously developed a plugin for in-situ visualization within ParaView [7] [8] in [9] , we now extend this plugin (called ICARUS -Initialize Compute Analyze Render Update Steer) to support the steering interface inserted in the H5FDdsm library. This extension is presented in figure 4 . On the right side, the steering interface of the ICARUS panel is shown. It is composed of three sections: one called standard controls with basic pause, play commands; one describing the data loaded in the DSM and built from a data description template; one describing the different customized user interactions described in the interaction template.
These two last sections of the user interface are dynamically created when parsing a description template. Data description templates (for grids to be visualized) originally follow the XDMF syntax -the eXtensible Data Model and Format [10] -and are used in combination with a customized HDF5 dump program (internal to the plugin) so that information about the grids is automatically retrieved from the HDF5 file in the DSM. The user specifies in the template that N blocks of data with defined names and field arrays will be exported, the XDMF generation uses the h5dump utility to determine the size and array types of the datasets so that a very simple template may be used for quite complex data transfers. For the steering of simulations, to avoid the problem of having to laboriously customize the GUI for each application that is to be steered, we make use of the same XML template, but now add descriptions of outputs from the simulation, inputs back to it, and what user interactions are permitted on the controlled elements. This XML file is then used to generate GUI and 3D controls for manipulation of parameters without requiring explicit knowledge of the underlying model. We therefore define two different sections: one called Domain that follows the XDMF syntax but is less detailed and one called Interaction that follows the XML syntax of the ParaView server manager. With the flexibility of XML parsers, we use the same XML template and combine both models, allowing us to define a framework suitable for any type of simulation and simple to use for a scientist who does not have a specific knowledge of the internal mechanism of the visualization application he is using. 
Performance
In figure 5 , we show the impact of the steering work-flow overhead on the simulation compared to a simple monitoring. We use the same scheme as the one defined above in the example with GADGET-2 [11] . To emphasize the impact of the steering calls alone on the simulation, we have used a quite small test case. The time measured is the time of one simulation time step, which is always the same in each test. We use here a small DSM composed of 2 processes sharing the same node (and thus only one communication link). The simulation is located on another set of nodes and is sending data to the DSM or to the disk. As already discussed in section 2.3, the bottleneck created by the disk is clearly reduced when using the DSM as everything is sent across a network (in parallel when multiple links are active). When adding steering orders the simulation needs to switch the DSM communication every time step -depending on the use one wants to make -in order to check the presence of new commands and parameters. Here because we only try to read small size parameters, the overhead created by this interface is minimal. However when the simulation explicitly requests a wait for results of analysis before it resumes computations, or sends massive data, the dashed line represents an arbitrary amount of time which may be consumed by the steering end performing analysis on potentially large data and then returning control and new data back to the simulation.
In the test used to generate figure 5 a small amount of data is being transferred and it can be seen that the overhead introduced by the steering calls is very small. For larger simulations where computation time will dominate, the overhead created by the steering update calls alone will have a negligible impact compared to the simulation time steps.
Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction Lorenz defines in [1] a steering interface based on a DSM architecture for grid computing and does not depend like our model on the underlying communication protocol and can only be applied to sequential jobs.
Another steering framework called EPSN [12] defines a parallel high level steering model by manipulating and transferring objects such as parameters, grids, meshes and points. The distribution layer allows an automatic and efficient redistribution of the data between the simulation and the monitoring application, which depends on the type of object that is to be sent. This library also makes use of XML files to describe the data and also provides task descriptions, which can be used to define synchronization points at which codes can wait for each other. We have borrowed heavily from the ideas in EPSN for the definition of interaction commands and exchangeable parameters, but found that synchronization points are not needed (so far) in our experiments since the work-flow being used relies only on a single lock point where control of the file is passed back and forth. Should the steering develop to include additional pre-processing steps, automated re-meshing operations involving additional tools and more sophisticated analysis loops with intermediate (or converging) results, additional automatic synchronization may become necessary. The underlying communication protocol used within EPSN relies upon CORBA for manipulating and transferring objects, and is not well supported on non-standard Linux kernel environments. Whereas EPSN includes a mesh redistribution layer, which maps grids on N processes in one task to the M processes in the other, our system uses HDF5 as the parallel redistribution layer, leaving decision on how to partition data to the developer's original implementation.
ParaView and VisIt [13] , the two main parallel visualization applications both define in-situ visualization and limited steering capabilities. However the model that they use is more adapted to codes that require an analysis and a post-processing on the same nodes as the ones used for the computation (the analysis engines are linked at compile time to the simulation codes and so the same cores are used for both unlike our DSM or EPSN which are linked by communication and use different nodes). The direct linking solution is particularly useful when the amount of data produced by the simulation is too big to be transmitted. In that case, the simulation must wait for the analysis and post-processing to be finished whereas in our case the simulation may carry on the computation while post-processing occurs independently. These libraries also require users to have a good knowledge of the visualization libraries and tools, which is rarely the case of scientists whose main working field is not visualization. In ParaView, the interface is named co-processing as defined in [14] , one must make use of python scripts and trigger VTK calls to post-process data in the pipeline. In VisIt, using the libsim library, one must re-adapt his code so that pointers to function loops can be passed to the interface. Whilst this mechanism is basically the same for every code, it does require a re-modeling of the simulation code. The interface that we propose brings steering and in-situ visualization without breaking the existing IO layer. This layer requires, in most cases, a non-negligible amount of work but can be used with any applications that use HDF5 and not just visualization tools such as ParaView/VisIt.
Conclusion and Future Work
Our distributed shared memory driver allows users to remove the disk IO bottleneck by sending data across a network. Adding remote memory access capability better suits the original DSM concept and prepares the library for use on new hardware platforms which will take advantage of this feature. Based on this work, we are currently developing another extension dedicated to the Cray XE6 which will make use of a specific communication system called Gemini supporting RMA and thus ensuring strong scalability. This work on scalability, up to many thousands of cores, is now our main objective.
In addition, the steering extension that has been implemented gives users an easy way of controlling their code if they already have a working knowledge of HDF5. The functions defined in the API give both high level and fine grained control of the steering work-flow with visualization or analysis applications. Whilst this framework has been adapted for use with ParaView, any other parallel post-processing and steering oriented applications can make use of the library providing they use HDF5 for IO. Other simulation codes such as SPH-flow [15] (an SPH simulation code) have recently been enhanced with steering commands and can be controlled from the ParaView interfacewith ongoing developments allowing the direct manipulation/deformation of meshed bodies under user control whilst calculations continue around them. The use of ParaView as the front-end allows the construction of arbitrary postprocessing work-flows for the manipulation of objects and calculation of parameters. When used with other postprocessing tools, users may make use of their own preexisting analysis software simply by connecting them to the simulation via the driver library. One immediate example application of this environment is the generation of restart data inside the DSM from the controlling application, so that simulations may be stopped, modified and restarted simply by reading from the DSM instead of disk.
